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ABSTRACT

We introduce the concept of Spatio-Temporal Model-

Assisted Compatible (STMAC) coding, a technique to se-
lectively encode areas of di�erent importance to the human
eye in terms of space and time in moving images. For this,
we use the fact that human \eye contact" and \lip syn-
chronization" are very important in person-to-person com-
munication. Several areas including the eyes and lips need
di�erent types of quality, since di�erent areas have di�er-
ent perceptual signi�cance to human observers. For exam-
ple, for the eyes \high resolution" is needed for clear com-
munication, while for the lips \frequent refresh" is needed.
The approach provides a better rate-distortion tradeo� than
conventional image coding technologies based on MPEG-1,
MPEG-2, H.261, as well as H.263, since STMAC coding is
applied on top of an encoder, taking full advantage of its
core design. The decoder does not need to be changed in
any way although the encoder's rate control unit is slightly
modi�ed. This characteristic leads to the name \compat-
ible" in the proposed concept. Experimental results are
given using ITU-T H.263, addressing very low bit rate com-
pression (13-17Kbps).

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent research presented a way to integrate techniques
from computer vision to low bit rate coding systems for
video telephony applications in the form of Model-Assisted
Compatible(MAC) coding [3, 1, 2]. The focus was to locate
and track the faces and selected facial features of persons
in typical head-and-shoulders video sequences, and to ex-
ploit the location information in a \classical" video coding
system. The motivation was to enable the system to selec-
tively encode various image areas and to produce perceptu-
ally pleasing coded images where faces are sharper. Since
the approach only a�ects the bit allocation performed at the
encoder, no change is needed in the decoder. Consequently,
the technique is applicable to wide range of coding tech-
niques (including H.261 and H.263), with full compatibility
with existing decoders [4, 5].

We propose a method which achieves temporally selec-
tive encoding as well as spatially selective one. Previous
model-assisted coding was successful because high resolu-
tion \eye contact" is very important in person-to-person

communication. In this paper we also use the fact that
\lip synchronization" is very important in communication.
With the same face model as the previous MAC coding, we
assign di�erent budgets of bits or frames to areas in dif-
ferent spatial and/or temporal locations. We refer to this
approach as \Spatio-Temporal Model-Assisted Compatible
(STMAC) coding". As with MAC, the proposed coding
technique doesn't necessitate any modi�cation on the de-
coder, and hence can be used in a compatible way. We
present the application of the concept to a motion- compen-
sated block-based transform codec, and particularly H.263,
and present comparative results with baseline H.263. The
technique is also applicable to other codecs of the same
genre (e.g., MPEG-1 and MPEG-2), but it is most appropri-
ate for videoconferencing applications at very low bit rates.

2. STMAC CODING

We de�ne STMAC coding as a technique which selectively
encodes areas of di�erent importance to the human eye in
terms of space and time in moving images. The basic idea
of STMAC coding is to use both spatial and temporal scal-
abilities in a frame simultaneously. In this paper, we use
4 di�erent areas, that is, eye area, lip area, face area, and
background area. High resolution is needed in the eye area,
but it doesn't need high temporal frequency. Conversely,
medium resolution is su�cient in the lip area, but a high
temporal frequency is desired for good lip synchronization.
The facial area needs to change at least gradually, to avoid
\shearing." Since the background area doesn't generally
have important information, it can be degraded as much as
possible to save bits for more important regions. This area-
selective operation makes the technique especially suitable
for very low bitrate coding purposes. The MAC coding op-
eration is depicted in Fig. 1. As we mentioned, a relatively
�ne step size is used for \eye" area. A medium step size
is allocated to \face" and \lip" areas. And, a very rough
step size is given to \background" area. Note that this is
concerned with only \spatial scalability." With this MAC
coding, we add a \temporal scalability" to the moving im-
age coding as in Fig. 2. This combined coding with Fig. 1
and Fig. 2 is de�ned as STMAC coding.

The �rst task in order to apply STMAC coding is to
discriminate these four areas from a given frame. In this
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Figure 1: MAC coding: spatial scalability coding.

paper, we use a manually-chosen �xed face model as in
Fig. 1. For a better solution, we could follow the same
\automatic tracking and detection" procedure of conven-
tional MAC coding. The speci�c procedures are given in
[3, 2].

The second task is to assign a proper set of \quanti-
zation parameters (QP)" and \frame number per second
(fps)." Note that quantization step size (QS) is equal to
twice the quantization parameter. The eye QS should be
�ner than that of other areas, and the face QS �ner than
that of the background. In addition, the lip area fps must
be higher than that of other areas, and the face area fps
higher than that of the background. Under this constraint
we need to apply a rate control mechanism. In the next
section, we propose \Template Adaptive Rate (TAR)" con-
trol mechanism for this STMAC coding. For convenience,
we de�ne Template, in this paper, as a set of QP and fps
corresponding to the face model. If we take the order of
\eye", \lip", \face", and \background" by 1, 2, 3, and
4, then we can represent the spatial quantization param-
eters as S = (s1; s2; s3; s4), the temporal freqency fps as
T = (t1; t2; t3; t4) as in Fig. 4. We set the average quantizer
set by S = (5; 9; 7; 31), T = (15; 30; 6; 3) based on subjective
experiments. Note that eye area spatial QS is quite �ne and
lip area temporal fps is high enough compared with that of
regular compression case.

Now, we need a basic functionality to suspend a mac-
roblock data transmission of the selected regions. Most
of MC-DCT encoder/decoder pairs such as H.261, H.263,
MPEG-1, and MPEG-2, etc. have \not coded" mode where
the decoder just copies the macroblock from the previous
reference frame at the exactly same position. The \not
coded" mode can be used very easily simply by setting the
so-called COD ag to 1 in H.263 [5]. This is the basic
function for selecting di�erent temporal scalabilities in the
di�erent image areas. Fig. 2 shows the STMAC coding con-
cept and the basic functionality in the H.263 videotelephony
example.

The third task is to accomodate the \motion" of the
model in STMAC coding. The reason for this is that the
motion cannot be described until the next refresh occurs
for each model area. The worst case can be easily imagined
when we consider the situation where the person we are
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Figure 2: Proposed temporal scalability coding for STMAC
coding.

communicating with moves abruptly. The person will not
actually there, but the shoulders (because they are included
in the background) are still there until the background is
refreshed, although other areas are already updated. To
overcome this, we can use a global motion vector of a model
as a reference, in addition to using the shoulder area. One
easy way to take a representative global motion vector is
to choose the relative motion of the \lip area" (or the eye
area). The reason why we use the lip (eye) area as a ref-
erence is that it has the highest (relatively high) temporal
refresh frequency. In this paper, in every frame the lip area
is refreshed. That is, if some motion occures in the image,
we compute the motion vectors of other model areas based
on the relative lip area motion, and put it into other model
area macroblocks arti�cially as in Fig. 3. As we expect,
this is not the perfect solution, but it is quite good engi-
neering solution to get around the di�culty. Because the
refresh time is very short (in this paper, it is 1/3 second)
for the worst case-background image movement, such a so-
lution is generally acceptible to the human observer. Note
that we do the model detection (in this paper, manually
chosen-model resetting) every starting time of background
refreshment. This means we think the model as \rigid"
between background refreshement times. Experiment says
that this is quite good assumption for \video telephony"
images, although it highly depends on the characteristics
of input image sequence. In our test sequence (Akiyo) the
model is �xed throughout its duration.

3. TEMPLATE ADDAPTIVE RATE CONTROL

For STMAC coding, we cannot use traditional rate con-
trol mechanisms. Conventional rate control schemes are
based on examination of the current occupancy of the trans-
mission bu�er: if the occupancy is large, the encoder uses
a large step size to quantize the DCT coe�cients. Con-
versely, if the occupancy is small, the encoder uses a �ner
step size for quantization. The number of quantizers is al-
ways one so that conceptually there is no di�culty. In the
STMAC coding, the di�culties for the rate control come
from the fact that we already have face model with vari-
ous scalabilities in terms of space and time. For example,
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Figure 3: Relative motion vector as a global motion for
human face model.

we have 4 di�erent step sizes for spatial model: eye area,
lip area, face area, and backgound area. In addition, we
also have 4 di�erent frame rates for temporal model: for
the same areas such as eye, lip, face, and background. For
the STMAC coding rate control, we should control these
8 di�erent spatial scalabilities (QS) and temporal scalabili-
ties (fps), given a target bitrate. In this paper, we propose
a method called \Template-Adaptive Rate Control", which
uses a �xed number of templates to control the bitrate based
on a given face model. The template is a set of quantization
parameters and temporal resolutions for the di�erent areas
of interest. Each template is composed of 8 parameters;
for eye area, lip area, face area, and background area, each
needs both quantization parameters and temporal frame
rate. The precise template con�guration has been deter-
mined after experimentation. Table 1 shows the templates
that we obtained in our experiments. In this paper, we use
the same quantization parameters as in \TMN4" for de-
ciding \template index TI". In \TMN4", the quantization
parameter is given by QP = 16 in the beginning. After the
�rst picture, the bu�er content is set to:

R

ftarget
+ 3 �

R

FR
(1)

and

Bi�1 = �B

Where ftarget and �B are calculated at the starting point
of each frame:

ftarget = 10�
�QPi�1

4
(2)

�B =
R

ftarget

For the following pictures the quantization parameter
is updated at the beginning of each new macroblock line.
The new quantization parameter is given by:

QPnew = �QPi�1(1 +
41B

2 �B
+

1242B

R
) (3)

41B = Bi�1 � �B

42B = Bi;mb �
mb

MB
�B

Where,
�QPi�1 : the mean quantizer parameter for the previous

picture.
Bi�1 : the number of bits spent for the previous picture.
�B : the target number of bits per picture.
mb : present macroblock number.
MB : number of macroblocks in a picture.
Bi;mb : the number of bits spent until now for the pic-

ture.
R : bitrate.
FR : frame rate of the source material.
Note that quantization parameters shoule be bounded

by 31. From this quantization parameter, we compute the
\Template Index" TIi using:

TIi =
j
PQi

4

k
(4)

The bu�er content is updated after each complete pic-
ture in the following way:

buffer content = buffer content + Bi;99;

while(buffer content > 3 � R
FR

) f

buffer content = buffer content- R
FR

;

frame incr++;

g
Since the range of the quantization parameter is limited

by 31, a given TI is also bounded by 8. By corresponding
TI to Table 1, we can get the template quantizer set.

To make a Template Table, it is very important to note
that in H.263 case \di�erence quantization parameter" is
used for macroblocks. We must take one of DQUANT val-
ues 2,1,0,-1,-2 so that we should consider the QS di�erence
of each area not to be exceeded more than 3. But for the
background, we want to assign a QP of 31 by default. (if
not, we would transmit the backgound in as much quality
as other areas.) In order not to break the rule of low qual-
ity background transmission, at background refresh time,
we copy the eye, lip, face areas from the previous frame. It
is important to note that in the �rst few frames the qual-
ity of the coded images is not good, because there is no
previous frame from which to copy the other model areas.
DQUANT is the most restrictive syntactic component in
H.263 for our \multi-scalability" coding concept. Fortu-
nately, in other popular encoders such as H.261, MPEG-1,
and MPEG-2, this does not happen, because we can take
full advantage of quantization step sizes from 1 to 31 for
each macroblock.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS AND

CONCLUSIONS

We provide simulation results comparing the STMAC scheme
with conventional H.263 compression. Note that our com-
pression e�ciency depends on the base codec e�ciency. For
example, if we have a very e�cient H.263 encoder in which
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Figure 4: Template for STMAC coding.

Figure 5: Conventional H.263 at 17Kbps.

all functionalities are switched on such as Advanced Pre-
diction Mode, PB frame Mode, etc., the STMAC encoder
will be correspondingly more e�cient. If the speci�c H.263
encoder at hand is not e�cient, then the quality for the
speci�ed average bit rate will not be as good. Consequently,
of importance is the relative performance compared to the
base codec. Most interesting are experiments where the rel-
ative bitrates are compared for the same perceptual qual-
ity. Our experiments show that we can make similar qual-
ity video sequences around face area using STMAC coding
at 13Kbps, and a conventional H.263 encoder operating at
17Kbps. The temporal resolution for H.263 was 9 fps, while
the maximum temporal resolution for the STMAC encoder
was 10 fps. The results on a single frame are shown in Fig.
5 and Fig. 6. for comparison. We should note that in
STMAC coding the eye area is of higher resolution and the
lip area is of higher temporal rate than those of the conven-
tional H.263, although background area is degraded enough
to see the worse blocking e�ect.

In conclusion, for very low bitrate image coding area se-
lectivity is inevitable (object-based coding is area-selective
as well). Once an appropriate model is selected and matched
to the input image, we assign various spatial and temporal
scalabilities in each of the areas: we assign more bits to eye
area by deducting bits from the budget of the background,
and we decimate di�erent number of frames temporally ac-

Figure 6: STMAC H.263 at 13Kbps.

Template Index (TI) S T
1 (2,6,4,31) (15,30,6,3)
2 (3,7,5,31) (15,30,6,3)
3 (4,8,6,31) (15,30,6,3)
4 (5,9,7,31) (15,30,6,3)
5 (6,10,8,31) (15,30,5,2)
6 (7,11,9,31) (15,30,5,2)
7 (8,12,10,31) (15,30,5,2)
8 (9,13,11,31) (15,30,5,2)

Table 1: Template index vs. template mapping table.

cording to the perceptual importance of each area. The
STMAC approach gives us the bene�ts of high resolution
eye rendition which is important for maintaining eye con-
tact, and very sharp lip synchronization due to the high
temporal frequency with which the speci�c area is encoded.
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